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Packt Publishing Limited, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A practical book on real-world NGINX deployments
to get you up and running quickly. About This Book * Be the first to immerse yourself in the NGINX
1.9x web server and explore the plethora of advanced features. * Master the skills of load balancing
TCP-based applications and implementing * A recipe-based approach book that provides you with
up-to-date information on NGINX, allowing you to implement specific use cases immediately. Who
This Book Is For This book is aimed at smaller-to-medium developers, who are just getting started
with NGINX. It assumes they already understand the basics of how a web server works and how
basic networking works. What You Will Learn * Practical, real-world examples and recipes on how
to use NGINX * Common CMS deployments such as WordPress, Joomla and more * NGINX
configurations for frameworks such as Ruby on Rails, Django and more * Detailed SSL recipes,
including * Real world rewrite examples * Basic web and TCP load balancing configuration *
Bandwidth management and connection limiting * Detailed NGINX deployment scen+BO377arios
with Docker * Performance tuning and monitoring...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of ebook is every little thing and made me looking ahead of time and more. It is among the most amazing book i actually have read through. Its
been designed in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is simply soon a er i finished reading through this pdf in which actually transformed me, change
the way i believe.
-- Dr. Ron Kovacek-- Dr. Ron Kovacek

Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr. Ezequiel Rolfson-- Mr. Ezequiel Rolfson
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